
„El Tschuggo Forest“
Interactive installation, 2017

„El Tschuggo Forest“ was an installation that served as the basis for a complex game that could be 
played several times by the exhibition visitors. The exhibition visitors were given a costume and a 
sheet with precise tasks. These tasks were to be completed. The game was based on a day/night 
mode. Some players were only allowed to perform actions during the day, others only at night.
3 referees were present during the games to answer questions and to ensure the smooth running 
of the game. 
My intention in this work was to immerse the visitor entirely in a fictitious jungle world and to allow 
interactions to take place between unknown exhibition visitors.
I intentionally mixed different types of tropical jungles: such as Afircan, South American and Asian 
jungles. It‘s important to say that there were a lot of small details in the installation that I couldn‘t 
include because I just want to show the game (most parts of it) as such in this documentation.



The chain of the chainsaw is movable. The trees can be dismantled and assembled according to a 
self-explanatory plug-in principle.

Lumberjacks felling trees.



The lumberjacks hand over the tree trunks to the technicians. 
(The technicians are a recurring element at my exhibitions/performances.)

The lumberjacks take the tree trunks to the factory.



The technicians study the plan of bridge construction. The connecting elements and plan for the 
bridge are located inside the factory.

The technicians build a bridge over the river (after obtaining the building permit from the mayor).



The poacher with elephant teeth. His task is to hide the elephant‘s teeth from the policeman, or to 
sell them to the bandit in time.

The poacher hunting. The rifle can fire cardboard cartridges. 



The policeman finds elephant teeth hidden in swamp.



A task of the environmental activist: find polluters and report them to the police.
A task for the exchange student: Pollute the river.

Close-up of the river polluted with cola and cigarette butts, and imprisoned student.



The natives on the lookout nearby the inca pyramid. Their tasks are to hunt and cook and to resist 
western influences.

The task of the wild animal is simply to survive. A removable piece of meat is built into the wild 
animal‘s costume, which the natives have to get hold of and cook it together with corn and water.



Christian priest leaving his church. One of the tasks of the priest is to impose his religion on the 
native. One of the tasks of the native is to avoid this.

Natives with a piece of meat. 



Secret grove with the gorillas. The referee rewarded the most dominant animal 
with a removable silver back.

Gorillas on their nightly walk. They were only allowed to leave her grove at night.



The country dweller then has to set off to hand over the coca leaves to the local bandit for a low 
wage.

A rural dweller picking coca leaves. Next to him the exchange student relaxing.



The bandit waiting for the coca harvest.



The bandit has to put the coca leaves into chemicals (coloured cardboard chips) over night in or-
der to make drugs. The next morning the referee exchanged the contents of the barrel.

The bandit with his yield. He has to sell the goods in secret.



Two referees in a discussion.

A referee at the inspection.



Birth of the elephant baby. Other tasks of the elephant: Eating and drinking grass and water in in 
large quantities by picking it up. This water is then missing for example to the natives which have 
to look for it further upstream. The the biologist documents this photographically and hands the 
photos over to the curator later. 

The (electric) walking elephant baby.                    Elephant in action.



The biologist hands over the camera with his photos to the curator. 

The curator prints out the pictures and curates an exhibition according to the specifications. 



Remote-controlled tiger on the hunt. The tiger‘s controller carries blood stains of cardboard:
if he touches one player with the tiger and manages to pin blood stains on him, this player loses 
the game and drops out.

Remote-controlled tiger with prey, here sadly the elephant baby.



The mayor gives the population the fixed wage. The one who earns the most money is the winner 
of the game.

Mayor with scissors at the inauguration of the bridge. 



„El Tschuggo Forest“ in the Ypsilonia Age system

Wie die meisten meiner Arbeiten, ist auch diese interaktive Installation mit meinem, seit 1999 
andauernden, Hauptwerk „Das Ypsilonische Zeitalter“ verknüpft. So gibt es diverse Zeichnungen 
(Kapitel „El Tschuggo Forest“, Radierungen und Gemälde, die die fiktive Ortschaft „El Tschuggo 
Forest“ behandeln. Anbei einige Beispiele dazu. 

Like most of my works, this interactive installation is linked to my main work „The Ypsilonia Age“, 
which has been running since 1999. 
There are many drawings (chapter „El Tschuggo Forest“ in „Grundgesetze Welt b“), 
various etchings, woodcuts and paintings dealing with the fictitious area „El Tschuggo Forest“. 
Here is an example of a woodcut that deals with the theme „El Tschuggo Forest“ 
(the others are not yet documented):

„El Huebi Ciudad im Jahre 1728“, 2016, woodcut, 34 x 34 cm
Unique (series of 7)


